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Learning a new language and a new framework can be daunting.  What you need is a guide to help leverage your existing knowledge and skills, and show you just what you need to know to get up and running with a new system quickly.
  
  You're already a .NET developer; we'll help you get up and running as a Ruby on Rails developer on any operating system: Windows, Mac, or Linux.  We start with a gentle introduction to the object-oriented Ruby language with examples and direct comparisons to C#, so you'll quickly feel at home writing Ruby code for the first time.
  
  We then get to the heart of Rails development by showing how to tackle everyday tasks in Rails compared with typical ASP.NET implementations, with a tutorial focus. You'll build a sample airline reservation system using Rails, learning essential techniques along the way. You'll come to learn the joy and power inherent in the "convention over configuration" philosophy, the natural elegance of the MVC architecture, and the essence of REST-based design as you develop applications that accommodate web browsers, handheld devices, and even XML web service clients with unparalleled ease.
  
  Along the way, you'll see good agile development practices, explore test-driven development with Rails.  You'll be prepared for real-world application deployment, and we'll give you a taste of how Ruby and Rails are reshaping the Microsoft application landscape, including a look at IronRuby.    

       About the Author
   
Jeff Cohen has worked with object-oriented programming languages and Microsoft application frameworks for more than 15 years.  A former MCSD, he is now a Ruby on Rails core contributor. He is the founder of Purple Workshops and conducts training classes for agile software teams.  Jeff is also a senior software engineer at Leapfrog Online.

Brian Eng is the founder of Bluebuzzard, a provider of web-based sales solutions for the hospitality industry, and a freelance Ruby on Rails developer and consultant.  He has 12 years of software development experience, the last 3 with Rails, and is an MCSD for Microsoft .NET.
  
  Jeff and Brian write about their transition from .NET technologies to Rails on their blog, Softies on Rails (http://softiesonrails.com).
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IMS Application Developer's Handbook: Creating and Deploying Innovative IMS ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2011


	Many books have been written about IMS, so why do we think another is needed? Most of

	the existing books are written from the perspective of those who implement the technology,

	either network vendors or operators. There is no such focus for developers. The standards

	that form the basis of IMS are complex – as they are...
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New Trends in Software Process Modelling (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2006
Over the years, a variety of software process models have been designed to structure, describe and prescribe the software systems construction process. More recently, software process modelling is increasingly dealing with new challenges raised by the tests that the software industry has to face.    This book addresses these new trends in software...
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Digital Design: Principles and Practices, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 1999
Using an easy-to-follow, practical writing style, extensive illustrations, large design examples, and programming examples written in C, this book provides an authoritative introduction to basic principles of digital design and practical requirements in both board-level and VLSI systems. Wakerly uses a unique, multifaceted approach that combines...
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Atmosphere of Collaboration: Air Pollution Science, Politics and Ecopreneurship in DelhiRoutledge, 2021

	
		This book discusses air pollution in Delhi from scientific, social and entrepreneurial perspectives. Using key debates and interventions on air pollution, it examines the trajectories of environmental politics in the Delhi region, one of the most polluted areas in the world. It highlights the administrative struggles, public...
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Fundamentals of the Physics of Solids: Volume 1: Structure and DynamicsSpringer, 2007
"This first volume a ] focuses on crystal structure and lattice dynamics. a ] provides a substantial amount of theoretical material at an advanced graduate level. a ] There is more material here than can be covered in a single semester, and this book is more detailed than the well-known books a ] . This volume would be most attractive for a...
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Hydrocarbon Chemistry, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Seven years passed since the publication of the first edition of our book. It is rewarding that the favorable reception of and interest in hydrocarbon chemistry called for a second edition. All chapters were updated (generally considering literature through 2001) by adding sections on recent developments to review new advances and results. Two new...
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